
SUMMER ASSIGNMENT 2022-23 

CLASS: IX 

ENGLISH - I 

Question 1 

       Composition  writing ( 5 to  6 paragraphs of reasonable length) 

a. What do you mean by presence of mind? What are the tips that help you to 

develop your presence of mind? 

b. Narrate an incident when you were in a dilemma to do or not to do 

something, statin what you did finally and its consequences. 

Question 2 

        Letter writing (In at least 3 paragraphs of reasonable  lengths, using          

appropriate lay outs and formats) 

a. Your cousin watches as much as five hours of television each day. Write a 

letter convincing him/her to spend less time in front of the TV and to utilize 

this on other useful pursuits. 

b. Write a letter to the editor of a newspaper expressing your deep concern 

about the rising price of most of the house hold commodities. Give 

suggestions to control the price. 

Question 3 

a. Notice  (In  40 to 50 words, using appropriate format as taught) 

The RWA of your colony is organizing„ Cleanliness Drive‟ on the Gandhi 

Jayanti, in the locality, near the school to create awareness about the need 

and ways to ensure cleanliness in the area. Write a notice to be put up in the 

school information the students about the event. 

 

b. Email ( Use appropriate format as taught) 

Write an email to the president of the RWA of the locality, seeking his/her 

cooperation in organizing the Cleanliness Drive in the city. 

Question 4  

Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions that follow:  

“ Tom Yorkfield had always-----------------------------------------his subject was never 

again bulls.(Total English, page 108----110) 

Instructions 

1. Fill in each detail required--your name, class, section, Roll number, subject, 

submitted to , date of submission,  your signature etc. 

2. Write a Preface, acknowledgement, content and bibliography or reference 

books. 

3. Use only one side of the page to write. The other side is to be used to draw/ 

paste pictures related to the context/ topic. 

4. Read each question carefully and follow the instructions. 

5. Maintain neatness. Contents should be divided into paragraphs. Each 

answer must be written on a separate page. 

6. Your answers should be original, avoid copying other‟s note. Copied 

assignment will carry no marks. 

7. Write neatly and creatively. 

 

********* 



 ENGLISH - II      

SECTION-A 
[DRAMA-THE MERCHANT OF VENICE] 

I. Write a note on the life and work of William Shakespeare. 

II. Write a character analysis on the following:          

Antonio, Shylock, Bassanio, Portia and Nerissa 

III. Describe the casket story in your own words. 

SECTION-B 
[ICSE COLLECTION OF POETRY] 

IV. Write a short note on life and career of James Patrick Kinney 

V. Write the interpretation of the poem The Cold Within, with its message conveyed by the 

poet. 

 

SECTION-C 
[ICSE COLLECTION OF SH. STORIES] 

Answer the following questions from O.Henry’s short story Hearts and Hands. 

VI. Give a short profile detail of O.Henry’s life and career. 

VII. Describe the character of Miss Fairchild. 

VIII. Give a brief character sketch of the Marshal. 

 

*** 

 

GUIDELINES FOR INTERNAL ASSESSMENT IN 

English LITERATURE 

 
 Use A-4 Size plain/ruled sheets to write the English-2 assignment. 

 Use office file for English-2 assignment. 

 Use the one side of the page to write the assignment. 

 Front page/Cover page, preface, acknowledgement, content/index and 

bibliography should be hand written. 

 Use blue or black gel pen to write. 

 Sketch pens or fancy colour pens can be used to write the headings only 

(except Red and Green). 

 Use pictures/drawings in concern with the topics of the assignment. 

*** 
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(Sign of the student)       (Sign of the examiner) 

 

PREFACE 

 

I, ... (Name of the student).........., of the class IX (section) is presenting the assignment on the 

following topics mentioned below: 

1. Life and career of William Shakespeare 

2. ........................................................................................................ 

3. ........................................................................................................ 

4. …………………………………………………………………… 

5. ........................................................................................................ 

6. …………………………………………………………………… 

7. …………………………………………………………………… 

8. …………………………………………………………………… 

 

as per the requirements of the syllabus prescribed by ICSE Board for Class IX. 



For the completion of this assignment, I have utilized many internet sources and referred 

different books. I am sure that this assignment has enriched my knowledge in the English 

Literature. 

I have tried my level best to present and prepare this assignment in a systematic and logical 

order that would be useful for completion of ICSE IX Examination. 

I shall be thankful to the reader/Teacher for spending their precious time in reading this 

assignment. 
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***** 

 



HINDI 

प्रश्न-1 . तकनीकी शिऺा  से आऩ क्या समझते हैं? इसके ऱाभों का उल्ऱेख करत ेहुए भारत में 
तकनीकी शिऺा की स्थितत थऩष्ट कीस्िए और इसके विकास के शऱए अऩने सुझाि भी दीस्िए । 

प्रश्न -2. ‘बात अठन्नी की’ कहानी के ऱेखक सुदिशन िी के व्यस्क्तत्तत्ति और कृततत्तत्ति ऩर प्रकाि 
डाऱते हुए कहानी का साराांि शऱखखए तिा कहानी के उदे्दश्य को भी थऩष्ट कीस्िए । 

प्रश्न -3.‘कबीर दास’ का िीिन - ऩररचय शऱखते हुए यह भी बताइए कक उन्होंने अऩनी 
कविताओां के माध्यम स े ककस प्रकार बाह्य आडांबर का विरोध ककया और ऩाठ में सांकशऱत 
साखखयों का भािािश तिा उनसे शमऱने िाऱी शिऺाएँ भी शऱखखए । 

****** 

MATHEMATICS 
  
1. Give a detailed study on the topic ' TRIGONOMETRY'.  

2. Write all the algebraic identities with at least two examples each.  

3. Give a detailed study on the topic' NUMBER SYSTEM'.  
 

HISTORY 

Make a graphic study on the archaeological sources of information to reconstruct the 

history of India 

1. Great bath 

2. Sanchi Stupa 

3. Vishnu Temple at Deogarh 

4. Brihadeshwara Temple 

5. Qutub Minar 

6. Taj Mahal 

7. Red Fort 

GEOGRAPHY 

 

Prepare a detailed project report on the topic earthquake.  

Your project includes sub topic such as meaning of earthquake, causes of 

earthquake, measurement of , distribution of earthquake, cosequences of - 

constructive and destructive and earthquake forecasting. 

PHYSICS 

1. Write about any Indian physicist in 200 words. 

2. Draw the labeled diagram of vernier callipers and explain its parts. 

3. Explain how to use vernier calipers to measure the length of an object. 

4. Draw the diagram of screw gauge and explain its parts. 

5. Explain how to use the screw gauge to measure the diameter of a wire. 



6. What are fundamental physical quantities? Make a table containing fundamental 

physical quantities, their units and symbols. 

7. What are derived physical quantities? Make a table containing any 10 derived 

physical quantities, their units and symbols. 

8. What is a simple pendulum? Draw its diagram. 

Define the following terms related to simple pendulum  

i)  Oscillation  

ii)  Amplitude 

iii)  Frequency  

iv) Time period 

v)  Effective length 

 

Format of the assignment  

Introduction  

Acknowledgement  

Body (Question and answers) 

Conclusion. 

Use a notebook of suitable size to do this work. 

 

CHEMISTRY 

 

1. Write Symbolic representation , Electronic configuration , Valency and draw      

Atomic diagrams of first 20 elements  ( Z = 1 to 20 ) .  

2. Write the properties of elements of Alkali metals , Alkaline earth metals , 

Halogens and Noble gases groups.  

3. Draw Modern Periodic Table .  

********* 

BIOLOGY 

 

1. Explain insect pollination in sweet pea with diagram. 

2. Write an activity to show that oxygen is necessary for seed germination. 

3. Write report on “Post Covid changes in human life”. 

4. Explain epigeal seed germination in bean seed with diagram. 

********* 

COMPUTER 

1. Differentiate between Compiler and Interpreter. 



2. Differentiate between Ordinary Compilation and Java Compilation Process 

3. What do you understand by Character set?  

4. What is ASCII and Unicode character set? 

5. What is token in Java? Explain its types with the help of example. 

6. What do you understand by Data types? Explain its categories with example. 

7. Differentiate between Variable and Constant with the help of example. 

8. Explain String operator (+) with the help of example. 

9. Simplify: 

a. x = 48, y = 2 then z = y++ +  ++x; 

b. x = 5 then y = x+(++x * x++) 

c. a = 5, b = 9 then a += a++  -  ++b + a; 

10. Write a program in Java to compute the circumference of a circle for a given 

value of radius. 

11. Write a program in Java to print the perimeter and area of square. 

  

*********** 


